INTRODUCTION
Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (NMR) spectroscopy is a useful probe of molecular structure. Changes in the NMR chemical shift for a specific nucleus are a function of changes in nearby bond lengths, bond angles and dihedral angles.
Sincc molecules are undergoing rotation (both internal and external) and vibration, changes in the molecular geometry constantly occur. Experimental determination of electronic properties, like the chemical shift, are for the average molecular geometry over all contributing states 1.
The effects of dynamic averaging over the rovibrational states is observed experimentally in the temperature dependence and the isotopic dependence of the chemical shift. These types of studies can be used to determine the properties of the chemical shift near the equilibrium geometry^.
The changes in molecular structure due to changcs in temperature or isotopic substitution are small. Therefore, the chemical shift cän be expanded in a power series in geometry modification2,3 σ = σ ε + (5o/5qi)e qi + ·5 (δ2 σ /δςίδςρ ε qiqj + . . . (1) where o e is the chemical shift at the equilibrium geometry, the qi are the average bond or angle displacements, the (5o/5qj) e are the derivatives of the chemical shift with respect to changes in geometry.
The chemical shift derivatives are a measure of the sensitivity of a nucleus to changes in its local geometry.
Previous work on calculated shift derivatives focused on bond length modification in molecules containing first row atoms'*,5.
The present study extends that work to includc molecules that contain silicon and to introduce work on angle modifications.
To date, there are no experimental determinations for shift derivatives of silicon and only one calculated valued
THEORETICAL METHODS
Experimental determination of the chemical shift derivatives is a difficult task because it requires a sensitive spectrometer to detect small changes associated with temperature dependent studies and knowledge of the the average bond and angle displacements.
The shift derivatives, however, can be estimated by chemical shift calculations at a number of geometries about the equilibrium structured.
The chemical shift calculations were carried out on a DEC VAX 8350 in the gauge invariant atomic orbital (GIAO) perturbed Hartree-Fock approach 7 .
Calculations were performed using a 6-31G(*) basis set**. Geometry optimizations were done in the Gaussian-90 program^ using the same basis sets. Calculated values of the shift derivatives were determined as described previously4.5, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION First Derivative Data Calculations using the 6-31G(*) basis set with optimized molecular geometries yield values of the isotropic chemical shift of silicon nuclei in good agreement with experimental determinations 10. We, therefore, believe that reasonable values of the chemical shift derivatives can be determined using this basis set.
One of the primary results obtained in prior work on chemical shift derivatives is the observed relationship between the chemical shift derivative due to bond length modification and the shift itself. Table 1 contains the calculated isotropic shift of the silicon nucleus in a series on monosubstituted siloxanes along with the primary first derivatives of the shift with respect to four geometric modifications.
A primary derivative results form a modification directly involving the nucleus of interest. Table 2 contains calculated shifts and primary first derivatives for both the substituent atom involved in the Si-X bond modification and the oxygen atom involved in the Si=0 bond modification.
In previous work with first row atoms'*,5 the first derivatives of most nuclei involved in bond length modification were negative, the most notable exceptions being atoms on the left Table 1 :
Calculated isotropic shifts (σ, ppm) for silicon atoms and primary first derivatives of the isotropic chemical shift due to geometry modification: 
